New Alert for Bed Data

For 1.10 Bed Data Section

A new alert message will display providing instructions when overlapping dates are entered for bed type during Maintenance. The new alert will state "Bed Type is already present within the date range. Please change the existing Bed End Date to one day prior of the new Bed Effective Date."

The following Provider Types will receive the alert message if overlapping dates are entered:

- 1 Hospital
- 2 Psychiatric Hospital
- 11 ICF/IID Facility
- 12 Nursing Facility
- 92 Psychiatric Distinct Part Unit (DPU)
- 93 Rehabilitation Distinct Part Unit (DPU)
Changes to Letters Regarding Bed Data

For Provider Type 12 Nursing Facility

The Welcome Letter and Maintenance Bed Letter will no longer list bed data records with an expired end date.

KY MPPA Training Survey

Be on the lookout for an email regarding a survey of KY MPPA training and instructional materials. Your opinion matters so please respond to the survey by August 10, 2022. Your response will be anonymous.

KY MPPA CONTACT CENTER
877-838-5085
OPTION 1 - TECHNICAL SUPPORT
OPTION 2 - POLICY QUESTION

KY MPPA WEBSITE
HTTPS://CHFS.KY.GOV/AGENCIES/DMS/DPI/PE/PAGES/MPPA.ASPX

KYMPPA TRAINING WEBSITE
HTTPS://CHFS.KY.GOV/AGENCIES/DMS/DPI/PE/PAGES/PPTRAIN.ASPX